1999 323i

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. The BMW ! A great vehicle and a great
value! With fewer than a thousand miles on the odometer, this model delivers an exhilarating
ride without compromising ultimate luxury! Top features include a power convertible top,
variably intermittent wipers, power front seats, and cruise control. BMW made sure to keep
road-handling and sportiness at the top of it's priority list. Smooth gearshifts are achieved
thanks to the refined 6 cylinder engine, providing a spirited, yet composed ride and drive. Our
knowledgeable sales staff is available to answer any questions that you might have. They'll
work with you to find the right vehicle at a price you can afford. We are here to help you. It is
equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, not covered by a warranty.
We also make concessions for all of our veterans. Powered by a 2. This Rear Wheel Drive Coupe
offers near 30mpg on the highway while enjoying a smooth ride. Everything from acceleration to
handling, ride, and braking is exceptional when it comes to this car. Gorgeous on the outside as
it is on the inside, our Ci presents striking wheels, heated windshield washer jets, and a
distinctive look from BMW. Inside this Ci, you're going to love the leather interior with
power-adjustable front seats. Cruise control, the full complement of power accessories, the
premium sound system, and the excellent variety of luxury features on board keep you living in
the modern age while enjoying this 3-series. You won't need to worry about the safety of you or
your loved ones when you load them into this BMW. Our Ci is a grown-up car with plenty of
style to keep you smiling for years to come. Print this page and call us Now You can call our
Sales Department at All. This vehicle ran when it came in, but now itneeds work airbag light, no
power steering, lower control arm busings. Come check it out and save BIG on cheap wheels or
part it out for more money. The vehicle identified is inoperable or otherwise cannot be tested for
emissions. After youfix it, then it can be tested. Visit our website at Want another reason to
shop with us? How about never stepping foot in the dealership!! Work your entire deal with one
of our internet specialist and then have the car delivered to your work or home! As you do your
comparison shopping, you will see Acura of Orange offers some of the best values in the
market! Call or visit Acura of Orange Park. Located at Blanding Blvd. Get approved Today!!!
Trade-Ins Welcome! We Buy Cars! Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during the week or
early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM.
You can even test drive this car to your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its
transmission and Gas 6-Cyl 2. This vehicle ran when it came in, but now it needs radiator and
runs rough. Come check it out and save BIG on cheap wheels or part itout for more money. The
vehicle identified is inoperable or otherwisecannot be tested for emissions. Can Ship! Take
command of the road with this BMW 3 Series. This is a superior vehicle at an affordable price!
Look at all the options that come standard on this one! Power Door Locks. Power Windows.
Short legs or long Enjoy hours of music without commercials and fumbling for the next CD with
the MP3 player you get in this 3 Series. Good looking Alloy Wheels always make a vehicle look
sharp. And this one does! With Tilt Steering you can adjust the Wheel to a position you like! Got
a long road trip planned Cruise Control can help keep your speed under control! Also included
on this vehicle is a Rear Defroster!! Safely change the Volume and Channel on the radio on this
ride It makes driving this one that much more enjoyable!! Safety First Airbags save lives and
this one has a Drivers Airbag. Comfortable Front Bucket Seats always make the drive go by
quicker. Why reserve lounging only for your home When you can be as comfortable in your car
It has Leather Seats! Buy and Drive with Confidence All vehicles are being shown by
appointment only during this health crisis. Please call us to set an appointment. Certified clean
Carfax history. One owner with incredibly low miles. This is the needle in the haystack.
Fantastic condition inside and out. Options include leather interior heated seats sun roof CD
player and Powers seats. Must see to appreciate. Call or stop in for more details. Nice little
BMW. Runs great and looks great. Automatic, power sliding sunroof, clean leather, heated
seats, cruise, and more!! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter
your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery
available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Type Gas 4, Hybrid Diesel Cylinders 4
cylinders 4, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Electric Range 20 mi 30 mi. Electric Range. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. New
Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 8, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This car is the
best car I have ever owned in reliability, fun to drive, and utility. It has only been in the shop a
few times for routine maintenance and performs nicely to this day. Sign Up. Each ranking was
based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. Beautiful 3 Series â€” fast sporty
car.. I Like It. Even If It Has Problems. What I don't like, -The sound sys is not that much that
much even though it's hifi sys, I upgraded the speakers by jbl did some modification to fit them
, and replaced the stereo from newer model CD. Now it's more than fine. I have retrofited the
sport steering wheel with cruise control and sound buttons. Pros: Nice car, Looks sexy even

though it's old model, sporty, it has nice handling and stability specially in corners and it
became better in handling after I replaced its 16inch wheels to 17 with PIRELLI tiers. I like how it
has strong body specially the front and rear bumpers. Regarding the maintenance, since I don't
depend on the dealer in this thing, so I can say it's fair. This car is good when it comes to
safety, the control is in your hand. Cons: since this car is model which means its first edition of
it's model, it has some issues, and many parts upgraded to new design. At K I have strange fuel
smell from evaporation sys. Sporty 5 speed, black on black, had the power, handling and style
any single man would love. I sure did. It was my other car as I also owned a Tahoe. The Tahoe
was great for trip and friends and hauling the boat. The was great for sipping around town and
going on dates. Cons: No back seat really, but I did not need one! Also very reliable. Powerful
vehicle with low gas costs and good price. Back seats have a lot of room with a lot of cargo
space as well. All in all i would recommend this car to almost anyone!!!! But there are a
multitude of small details that truly set it apart from the competition. A low roofline, long hood,
and purposeful curves give the car a profile that suggests speed. The entry level 3-ers i and i
may not live up to their image, but the i, equipped with a hp straight-6, is indeed fast. Inside, the
atmosphere is one of warmth and comfort. The soft leather and shiny wood trim provide the
ambiance of a cozy living room. Standard equipment includes automatic two-zone climate
control, memory power seats, one-touch windows all around, and steering wheel audio
controlsâ€”small conveniences that become hard to live without once one has become
accustomed to them. Options include a sport package that upgrades the already nimble
suspension, and a premium Harmon Kardon stereo that is specifically tuned to fill the car with
well-balanced sound. Unlike most new cars, your available options are not limited by selecting a
manual transmission. Pros: -Peppy straight-6 engine -Lots of little convenience features -High
level of refinement -Available 5-speed which does not restrict other options -Attractive styling
which calls attention to the sportiness. Cons: -Expensive compared to the competition
-Higher-than-average cost of ownership. Perfect Runaround Car. Very low so watch those speed
bumps! Haven't put the top down in quite awhile LOL Fun to drive, but you feel it's a safe car
Newer models are a bit more tinny, it seems. Just changed the brakes so that was a hefty bill,
but until then, the only maintenance was a yearly oil change! Pros: I like this little BMW
convertible. It has reached vintage status but has 58, miles on her so she's spoiled! It is fast,
had good gas millage, great handling tons of safety features like the ASC, four wheel anti lock
breaks, one touch power windows that have sensors that won't allow you to roll someone hand
up in it. The car has motion sensor alarm, tilt alarm, window breakage alarm. You can turn a
signal light one turn the car off and it stays lit so if your parking in a small ally way it will keep
that side of the car lit so the car can be seen. And allot more. I owned an older E BMW and it
was solid trim and all. Solid trim. Pros: Great acceleration,, handles well. Performance plus! I
Would, Every Time. Engine: a masterpiece. Sounds great, goes incredibly well, easy to maintain,
surprisingly easy on fuel. Handling: steering is quite remote, but reassuringly weighted and
accurate. Chassis is FUN, but can bite if you are heavy handed. Very tractable, easy to drift, and
a great kick on twisty roads. Suspension more suited to cruising than sports driving, but more
than acceptable. Brakes aren't great, but do the job. Pulls eagerly from rpm, once it hits 4, it'll
howl all the way to 6, in a delightfully addictive fashion. Powerband is full all the way round the
rev range. From 20mph, you can use 5th all the time. Practicality: better than most BMWs, but
not amazing compared to many family hatches due to RWD layout and contemporary
engineering. Boot can fit plenty in it- I've had four suitcases in there- but it's not a typical square
loading bay. Rear seats are best for shorter people, or short people in the front so the seats can
go forward. Quality: very good. Interior is very dated, but well built and comfortable. Very little
rust outside, shutlines are great. Je ne sais quoi: it's a personable car, this one. They get under
your skin. It may not be incredibly economical, but 30mpg combined is not to be sniffed at from
a large straight six with no turbos going on. It feels loyal, enjoyable and fun. I'm very attached to
mine. Cons: Economy, not quite as practical as it could be, speed cameras. Overall Good Car
â€” the car handles well, the comfort of the seats are good as well, the ac is good perfect for
commuting back from home to work and traveling. Pros: love the vehicle very reliable and saves
money on gas, with a powerful engine and trans. Cons: the only thing i hate about the car is the
rear left quarter panel that has a minor dent that isnt visible unless your close to the car. The m
is superb! The handling, power, tech, comfort, and appearance are unparalleled with any car in
its class. Read More. Beautiful design, very comfy, dynamic engine, drives smooth but its a bit
too noisy inside for my taste. If you are looking for a reliable sporty car this is it! That is the
perfect car for me. But I still waiting for a goo deal. This is m 3rd BMW 3 series and I am most
impressed how much they have improved it over time. Super smooth ride, excellent informant
system, moving the unlock button to the doors instead of the cente My BMW d is 6 years old
with , miles. Other than normal wear maintenance and upkeep I have had absolutely no issues. I

will continue to be a loyal BMW buyer in the future. The three series is I love my e. It has a lot of
power and great on gas. The ride is unbelievable. The car is beautiful but prior research showed
that this series vehicle has repetitive engine issues. I was not interested in expensive
reoccurring issues so I did not purchase this vehicle. Not too good , selected car clearly had an
accident but nor the add or Carfax picked up on the obvious damage. Have you driven a BMW 3
Series? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories.
Clear selections. MAdam writes:. Back Seats:. Pros: fast and sporty. Cons: rwd. Is this helpful?
Yes No. Muslim writes:. Peter writes:. Pros: A great, fun everyday car. Primary Use: Commuting
to work Pros: Amazing, powerful and gas saving car. Cons: Nothing. RE writes:. Cons: Wished
it had a glass rear window! Is this review helpful? Christopher writes:. Cons: Power windows go
bad. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great acceleration,, handles well. Cons: cargo
space. Sam writes:. Pros: Engine, performance, looks, handling. Primary Use: Commuting to
work Pros: love the vehicle very reliable and saves money on gas, with a powerful engine and
trans. Reviews From Other Years. Read all BMW 3 Series reviews. Read all 5 BMW 3 Series
reviews. Read all 8 BMW 3 Series reviews. Cars compared to BMW 3 Series. Related Models For
Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Pros: fast and sporty Cons: rwd 9 of 11
people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Amazing, powerful and
gas saving car Cons: Nothing 4 of 4 people found this review helpful. Pros: -Peppy straight-6
engine -Lots of little convenience features -High level of refinement -Available 5-speed which
does not restrict other options -Attractive styling which calls attention to the sportiness Cons:
-Expensive compared to the competition -Higher-than-average cost of ownership 3 of 4 people
found this review helpful. Cons: cargo space 1 of 1 people found this review helpful. A majority
of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle
history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide
market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback
is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there
are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the
untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few
advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important
is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the
importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of
service records. Make a VIN Search. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon.
Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
1988 chevy s10 engine
98 jeep cherokee sport
2006 dodge ram 1500 starter
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it

a second life.

